Genetic regulation of protective immune response in congenic strains of mice vaccinated with a subunit malaria vaccine.
The C-terminal 19-kDa, epidermal growth factor-like region of the merozoite surface protein 1 (MSP1) has been used as a vaccine to induce protective immunity to Plasmodium yoelii in mice and to Plasmodium falciparum in monkeys. To analyze the mechanisms and genetic regulation of this MSP1 vaccine-induced protection, we studied the immunologic correlates of protection in H-2 recombinant and congenic mouse strains on the B10 background. Multiple H-2-linked loci were found to contribute, each with a different mechanism. One locus mapped to the I-A region based on the strong protection in C57BL/10 mice compared with intermediate protection in B10.A(4R) mice and the lack of a difference between B10.AKM and B10.MBR mice. Differences in efficacy of passively transferred antisera from vaccinated C57BL/10 vs B10.A(4R) mice indicated that the protection regulated by the I-A locus was at least in part Ab dependent. Two loci mapped to the right of I-A (FE, H-2S, or H-2D) based on a correlation with the number of H-2k loci to the right of I-A in mice that were I-Ak. One effect was Ab independent and may correspond to a possible negative effect of the I-Ek locus. T cells from protected and nonprotected strains differed in their production of IFN-gamma and TNF-alpha following immunization with MSP1(19), but it was unclear how the differential patterns of cytokine expression related to the level of protection. Thus, MSP1(19) vaccine-induced protection is regulated by H-2-linked loci corresponding to two different immune mechanisms. These findings may indicate the need for more than one Ag in a vaccine to protect an HLA-diverse population.